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We report on the relationship between optical and morphological properties of thin films of a blend
of thiophene-based monomer and a diamine derivative. This system is of interest as it gives rise to
white emission, due to the formation of exciplex energy levels in the solid state. The
photoluminescence emission has been collected for different relative concentrations of the two blend
components, and the film topography has been mapped correspondingly by means of atomic force
microscopy. Along with a complex evolution of the film surface morphology, a significant variation
of the emission properties has been observed upon change of the blend composition. In particular,
the intensity of the broad low-energy exciplex band turns out to be affected by a balance of two
factors, namely, the extension of homogeneous blend film areas, and their effective concentration.
© 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.1944215�

I. INTRODUCTION

The photo- and electroluminescence properties of thin
films of organic compounds have been extensively investi-
gated in the last decade, due to the increasing interest in
organic light-emitting devices �OLEDs�.1–3 The main advan-
tage of the “organic route” to semiconductor materials is the
possibility to fabricate large area, low cost devices. More
recently, attention has moved from backlighting and display
applications to general illumination, for which generation of
white light is required such as in white organic light-emitting
devices �WOLEDs�.4–6 One method to obtain white light
from OLEDs is the so-called bulk exciplex approach, which
relies on the recombination from intermolecular electronic
levels formed in a molecular blend.7,8 Compared to
multilayer structures and blends of materials emitting differ-
ent primary colors9,10 the “exciplex” method has the advan-
tage of a negligible dependence of the electroluminescence
on the applied voltage.11 This turns out to be fundamental in
applications where power intensity, but not color, has to be
modulated. On the other hand, a deep understanding of the
correlation between the structural and optical properties is
crucial in these systems for controlling the device properties.
The morphology of molecular materials following deposition
is known to be characterized by labile equilibrium states,12

whose change can strongly affect the emissive properties.
This is especially the case for thin films, where critical
boundary conditions apply, and for mixtures of heavy mol-
ecules of low compatibility.13–15

In this work we present a detailed atomic force micros-
copy �AFM� study of spin-coated films of a blend of mate-
rials used as the active layers in the fabrication of
WOLEDs,16 namely, 2,5-bis�trimethylsilyl�–thiophene-1,1-

dioxide �STO�17,18 and N ,N�-bis�3-methylphenyl�–
N ,N�-diphenylbenzidine �TPD�.19 The respective molecular
structures are reported in Fig. 1.

II. EXPERIMENT

STO �molecular weight �Mw�=260.54 amu� was synthe-
sized and purified according to Ref. 17, while TPD �Mw

=516.67 amu� was acquired from Aldrich. The two molecu-
lar compounds were blended together into toluene solutions
of a 50-mM total concentration, while varying the relative
molar concentration of STO ��� from 0% to 100% in 10%
steps. The blend solutions were spin cast onto UV-
transparent glass substrates, at a speed of 2000 rpm for
1 min. No thermal curing was adopted, but solvent evapora-
tion was allowed to occur at room temperature.

Within 10 min after preparation, all the films have been
examined in a Cary Eclipse fluorescence spectrometer for
photoluminescence �PL� measurements. Soon after the opti-
cal characterization, the same samples were moved to the
AFM for observation of their surface morphology. These
measurements have been carried out by means of a commer-

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic mail:
marco.salerno@unile.it FIG. 1. Molecular structures of STO and TPD.
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cial AFM by NT-MDT, operating in tapping mode. Silicon
cantilevers were used with nominal spring constant and reso-
nance frequency of 15 N/m and 260 kHz, respectively, at a
free oscillation amplitude of about 200 nm and a relative set
point amplitude of 60%.

III. OPTICAL RESULTS

In Fig. 2 the PL spectra for an excitation wavelength of
350 nm are reported. In most cases two features are ob-
served. First, at shorter wavelengths a structured band asso-
ciated with the emission from the individual blend compo-
nents shows up. In fact, the PL emissions expected from the
two populations of TPD and STO molecules largely overlap,
with maxima around 400 and 420 nm wavelengths,
respectively.19 Second, at longer wavelengths, in the red re-
gion of the visible spectrum, a broadband peaked at about
540 nm appears, due to the emission from intermolecular
TPD and STO exciplex states.11,19 The combination of the
“blue” peak from isolated molecules and the “red” exciplex
band has been demonstrated to give rise to bright white
emission in the solid state.11,20

The intensity of the exciplex band changes significantly
with �, whereas the position of its maximum shows a com-
paratively little variation �spanned range about 7 nm�. In Fig.
3�a� the maximum intensity of the PL exciplex band, normal-
ized to the maximum of the blue emission peak, has been
plotted versus �. For this plot, in the cases where no exci-
plex band is evident ��=0%, 80%, 90%, and 100%, see Fig.
2� the intensity at the average position of the exciplex maxi-
mum in the other spectra �wavelength equal to 569 nm� is

reported. No exciplex emission is obviously observed when
only one component of the blend is present ��=0% and
100%�, whereas a maximum intensity occurs for �=30%. In
fact, in the case of a homogeneous distribution of the two
molecular species in the blend film, �=50% should be the
situation for which the number of closely spaced heteroge-
neous pairs of molecules �one of STO and one of TPD�,
likely giving rise to exciplex states, is maximized. This ideal
situation is schematically represented in Fig. 3�b�. Therefore,
in the presence of such a disagreement of the maximum ex-
ciplex position versus �, structural effects, with the blend
surface deviating from the continuous and uniform film mor-
phology, are to be expected.

IV. MORPHOLOGICAL RESULTS

In Fig. 4 the representative AFM images of the surface
morphology of STO/TPD blend films at different relative
molar STO concentrations � are reported. At �=0% �Fig.
4�a�� the pure TPD sample looks flat and smooth. Only on a
very compressed height scale �1 nm full range� some rough-
ness, and local defects of the film are evident. The same also
holds for the �=10% film �not reported�. At �=20% �Fig.
4�b�� with the increasing amount of STO, holes appear in the
film �mean diameter of 320 nm and mean density of
1.4 �m−2�. These are probably due to the interaction between
molecules of different species, which make the film dewet
the substrate in uniformly distributed points. At �=30%
�Fig. 4�c�� extended islands appear on a generally flat back-
ground. This lower background level is still a molecular film
and not the bare glass substrate, as was checked in different
regions by making scratches with a needle. Due to the pecu-
liar shape of the borders and to the rather uniform height
�20±5 nm�, the islands can be attributed to crystallization of
one of the molecular species, generating partial phase sepa-
ration of the blend. At �=40% a few crystalline islands are
still present, but their degree of coverage is much lower
�around 5% against 40% of the �=30% case� and most of
the sample surface is as uniform as that reported in Fig. 4�d�.
There, holes appear again as for �=20%, but slightly larger
�mean diameter of 400 nm� and with lower density �around
0.8 �m−2�. At �=50% �Fig. 4�e�� no more crystalline is-
lands appear, and the number of holes and their size return to
values similar to the 20% sample �Fig. 4�b��. Yet, depressed

FIG. 2. PL emission spectra of all the STO/TPD blend films, normalized to
the maximum intensity of the blue peak, for different � values �see inset�.

FIG. 3. �a� Experimental values of the maximum intensity of the exciplex
PL band versus �. The line is just a guide to the eye. �b� Ideal model of the
blend film system. Solid line: expected normalized profile of the number of
heterogeneous molecular pairs in the blend vs �; dashed and dotted lines:
relative molar concentration of the two blend components STO and TPD vs
�, respectively.
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valleys now begin to form between adjacent holes, tending to
link them. For �=60% �Fig. 4�f�� this reorganization forms
extended grooves, aligned either along straight lines �see
borders up, right and down in the image�, or towards central
points �see the starlike structure in the middle�. Further, at
�=70% �Fig. 4�g�� coalescence into larger voids occurs,
which shows a uniform film around them. At even larger
STO concentrations the blend seems to reach its limit of
miscibility, and elevated ripples arise on the bare substrate
for �=80% �Fig. 4�h��. Finally, at �=90% �image not re-
ported� and even more at �=100% �Fig. 4�i�� most blend
material clusterizes into large and thick stripes �mean height
around 300 nm�. These stripes look occasionally oriented to
some direction, within local domains of several hundreds of
micrometers whose origin is unclear. Some memory of the
glass production process or of imperfect cleaning procedure,

driving on a local scale the dewetting of the substrate in
these extreme conditions, cannot be excluded.

V. DISCUSSION

In order to correlate the optical and the morphological
properties of the blend films, the values of relevant param-
eters describing the surface topography have been extracted
from AFM measurements, after averaging different sets of
data from the same samples. In Fig. 5�a� the root-mean-
square �rms� roughness and the dominant length scale21 ver-
sus � have been reported. Both the roughness �solid circles�
and the dominant length �open circles� show a minimum
very close to zero for �=0, and reach the maximum values
at the highest STO concentrations ��=90 and 100%�, where
the large and high stripes, likely due to phase segregation,
appear �see Fig. 4�i��. On the other hand, at the intermediate
concentrations around which the crystal structures form, the
roughness is not significantly different from the surrounding
values, whereas the dominant length exhibits a peak. This is
due to the flatness of the crystal islands �see Fig. 4�c�� as
compared to the, likely amorphous, stripes of Fig. 4�i�.

However, as the exciplex PL emission is expected to
arise from the regions of homogeneous blend material, the
most interesting morphological measure is the surface cov-
erage of the blend film, which is reported in Fig. 5�b�. In the
estimation of this quantity, whenever three height levels were
observed in the sample upon scratching it, we assumed the
intermediate level to be the homogeneous blend film, and the
topmost level to form a separated phase. In the case of crys-
tallinelike islands �Fig. 4�c�� this designation appears obvi-
ous, while in the case of amorphouslike stripes �Fig. 4�i�� it
was justified by selective dissolution22 of STO in methanol23

and by previous near-field optical measurements.24 As a re-
sult, we see that the profile of coverage in Fig. 5�b� shows a
strong decrease at very high � values at which phase sepa-
ration definitely occurs, and a local minimum at �=30%
where the crystalline islands subtract surface area from the
blend film.

In spite of this decrease of useful blend film area, the
macroscopically averaged PL exciplex emission from the
samples shows a maximum exactly at the same value of �.
The apparent contradiction can be understood in terms of
efficiency of the blend film area. As we mentioned in Sec.

FIG. 4. The AFM images of STO/TPD blend films, at �=0% �a�, 20% �b�,
30% �c�, 40% �d�, 50% �e�, 60% �f�, 70% �g�, 80% �h� and 100% �i� �con-
centration values also reported at the bottom left corner of the images�. All
scan ranges are 15�15 �m2 but in �i�, where a 30�30 �m2 area has been
represented. The height scale ranges have been set so to maximize the con-
trast in each image, and are 1 �a�, 60 �b�, 25 �c�, 60 �d�, 70 �e�, 4 �f�, 25 �g�,
95 �h� and 350 nm �i�.

FIG. 5. �a� rms roughness and domi-
nant length characteristics of the STO/
TPD films in Fig. 4. �b� Blend film
coverage of the same samples. In all
cases the lines are just guides to the
eye. Inset in �a� is the power spectrum
of the AFM image in Fig. 4�h�.
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III, the maximum efficiency of the film is expected when it
contains the same number of molecules of the two species,
such that the probability of a heterogeneous molecular pair
forming an exciplex is maximized. Whereas in the ideal
model �see Fig. 3�b�� this occurs for �=50%, in the real case
of subtraction of one blend component from the film one can
have a relative molar concentration in the film that is differ-
ent from the � of the originally spin-coated blend solution.
Therefore, the 1:1 balance of the two molecular species in
the emitting area can occur for a � value different from
50%. In particular, a shift of the peak PL intensity towards �
values lower than 50% is only justified if the blend compo-
nent subtracted due to crystallization in Fig. 4�c� is TPD. In
this case, as described in the modified model of Fig. 6, the
negative peak in the TPD concentration profile �dotted line�
allows the TPD concentration to equal that of STO for �
lower than 50%.

In order to support the hypothesis that the phase-
separated crystalline islands of Fig. 4�c� consisted of TPD
and not STO, we checked this against selective dissolution.
Whereas it was not possible to find a TPD selective solvent,
our assumption was indirectly confirmed by the negative re-
sponse of the structures to dissolution in methanol, which is
selective for STO. Moreover, identification of the crystalline
islands as TPD is also plausible due to the relatively low
glass transition temperature �63 °C� of TPD.

Finally, the consistency of the model was checked by
estimating the relative volumes of the structures in Fig. 4�c�
against the TPD material supposedly subtracted from the
blend film. Based on the consideration that neither TPD �mo-
lecular formula C38H32N2� nor STO �molecular formula
C10H20Si2O2� contains any high-density metal atom, we as-
sumed the overall densities of the two blend components to
be similar. Therefore, if it is further assumed that the degree
of packing of the molecules into homogeneous solid-state
films is also similar, the TPD and STO molar volumes should
be roughly in the same ratio as the respective molecular
weights, that is about a factor of 2. With this in mind, we
measured the relative volumes of the different regions of the
sample in Fig. 4�c�, namely, the elevated crystalline islands
�surface coverage 40%, thickness about 20 nm, measured on
the same image� and the surrounding blend film �surface

coverage 60%, thickness about 15 nm, measured on a scratch
elsewhere on the sample�.23 From these considerations it
turns out that the STO/TPD relative molar content in the
blend film is about 40%,25 which is closer, with respect to the
relative concentration of the original solution of �=30%, to
the 50% value that gives the maximum number of exciplex
molecular pairs in the film. The final deviation from 50% can
arise from the fact that the low-energy crystalline structure of
TPD is associated with a lower molar volume than in the
amorphous form, i.e., a higher molecular content for the
same volume, such that our model is underestimating the
relative STO/TPD film content.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Improvement of OLEDs relies on tuning the properties
of the active layers. In order to characterize the fabricated
devices and provide information for efficient design, a clear
correlation between morphological and emission properties
is desirable. In this work we have focused on an organic
blend of interest for lighting applications, and bridged the
results of a characterization of photoluminescence to an
AFM morphological analysis. In this frame, starting from the
combined analysis of PL spectra and AFM height images,
occurrence of complex phenomena such as crystallization
and phase separation into amorphous clusters has been ob-
served and interpreted successfully at a qualitative level. We
plan to proceed further in the near future, by investigating
the aging effects which are of technological interest for the
stability of devices, also with the help of advanced morpho-
logical tools such as integral geometry.
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